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This document may contain ‘forward-looking statements’ with respect to certain of Prudential's plans and its goals and expectations relating to its future financial 
condition, performance, results, operating environment, strategy and objectives. Statements that are not historical facts, including statements about Prudential’s 
beliefs and expectations and including, without limitation, statements containing the words ‘may’, ‘will’, ‘should’, ‘continue’, ‘aims’, ‘estimates’, ‘projects’, ‘believes’, 
‘intends’, ‘expects’, ‘plans’, ‘seeks’ and ‘anticipates’, and words of similar meaning, are forward-looking statements. These statements are based on plans, 
estimates and projections as at the time they are made, and therefore undue reliance should not be placed on them. By their nature, all forward-looking 
statements, including without limitation those referring to the demerger and the expected timing of the demerger, involve risk and uncertainty. A number of 
important factors could cause Prudential's actual future financial condition or performance or other indicated results to differ materially from those indicated in any 
forward-looking statement. Such factors include, but are not limited to, the timing, costs and successful implementation of the demerger of the M&GPrudential 
business; the future trading value of the shares of Prudential plc and the trading value and liquidity of the shares of the to-be-listed M&GPrudential business 
following such demerger; future market conditions, including fluctuations in interest rates and exchange rates, the continuance of a sustained low-interest rate 
environment, and the performance of financial markets generally; the policies and actions of regulatory authorities, including, for example, new government 
initiatives; the actual or anticipated political, legal and economic ramifications of the UK’s withdrawal from the European Union; the impact of continuing  
application of Global Systemically Important Insurer or ‘G-SII’ policy measures on Prudential; the impact of competition, economic uncertainty, inflation and 
deflation; the effect on Prudential’s business and results from, in particular, mortality and morbidity trends, lapse rates and policy renewal rates, the timing, impact 
and other uncertainties of future acquisitions or combinations within relevant industries; the impact of internal projects and other strategic actions failing to meet 
their objectives; disruption to the availability, confidentiality or integrity of Prudential’s IT systems (or those of its suppliers); the impact of changes in capital, 
solvency standards, accounting standards or relevant regulatory frameworks, and tax and other legislation and regulations in the jurisdictions in which Prudential 
and its affiliates operate; and the impact of legal and regulatory actions, investigations and disputes. These and other important factors may, for example, result in 
changes to assumptions used for determining results of operations or re-estimations of reserves for future policy benefits. Further discussion of these and other 
important factors that could cause Prudential's actual future financial condition or performance or other indicated results to differ, possibly materially, from those 
anticipated in Prudential's forward-looking statements can be found under the ‘Risk Factors’ section in Prudential’s most recent Full Year Results Regulatory News 
Release and the ‘Risk Factors’ section in its most recent Annual Report and the ‘Risk Factors’ section of Prudential's most recent annual report on Form 20-F filed 
with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, as well as under the ‘Risk Factors’ section of any subsequent Prudential Half Year Financial Report. 
Prudential's most recent Annual Report, Form 20-F and any subsequent Half Year Financial Report are available on its website at www.prudentialplc.com .

Any forward-looking statements contained in this document speak only as of the date on which they are made. Prudential expressly disclaims any obligation to 
update any of the forward-looking statements contained in this document or any other forward-looking statements it may make, whether as a result of future 
events, new information or otherwise except as required pursuant to the UK Prospectus Rules, the UK Listing Rules, the UK Disclosure and Transparency Rules, 
the Hong Kong Listing Rules, the SGX-ST listing rules or other applicable laws and regulations.
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Group
Demerger of the M&G Group from Prudential plc 

Enhancing 

long-term 

value

Better

alignment

Value 

optimisation

Robust 

capital

Enhance

execution

Experienced 

management team with 

more aligned incentives

Better able to focus on 

distinct strategic 

priorities

Better able to assess 

individual investment 

proposition

Greater flexibility to 

deploy capital consistent 

with strategic priorities

Access to forms of capital 

most appropriate to finance 

growth opportunities

Manage more 

appropriately funding of 

business strategies

Greater agility & 

increased speed in 

execution

Improved allocation of 

resources, increased 

focus & greater flexibility
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Group
Investment case: Asia-led in structural growth markets

A leading Asian franchise operating in markets forecast to continue growing at >10%1

Jackson enhancing cash generation through accelerated diversification

Active portfolio management approach with a record of effective capital allocation 

Building long-term shareholder value

1 CAGR from 2017 to 2022 for life insurance and health medical reimbursement markets in Hong Kong, China, Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia and India. Based on NBP projections. Source: Proprietary research/Bain analysis (2018).
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Sustainable long-term growth in large addressable markets1

Portfolio across 14 markets with capabilities across health, protection, savings & asset management 2

At scale2: 3 businesses with annual IFRS operating profits3 over £300m, 5 over £100m & 2 over £25m3

Strong brand position with quality products & powerful multi-channel distribution4

High pace of innovation and technology usage 5

Growth orientated, disciplined management team6

Asia
A leading Asian franchise operating in markets forecast to continue growing at >10%1

1 CAGR from 2017 to 2022 for life insurance and health medical reimbursement markets in Hong Kong, China, Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia and India.

Based on NBP projections. Source: Proprietary research/Bain analysis (2018).

2 Includes Eastspring.

3 Presentation consistent with the ‘IFRS Operating profit by territory’ disclosure. Excludes Korea and non-recurring items. ‘Other’ is shown as a separate item and includes India, Cambodia and Laos. As reported (RER) basis.
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Group
Active portfolio management approach with a record of effective capital allocation 

6

Asia

Focus on health and protection business

De-emphasis of Universal Life in Singapore

US

Launch fee based VAs

Diversification of product mix

UK&E

Stopped writing annuities

Asia

Enhance quality and optimise productivity of agents

Grow & optimise traditional & non-traditional partnerships

US

Distribution channel diversification in advisory & 

Enhancing market leading position in brokerage

Asia

Expansion in China and ASEAN1

Strategic exits: Japan, Korea and Vietnam Fin Co

US

Acquisition of John Hancock’s Group payout annuities 

Strategic exit: NPH

UK&E

Strategic exit: Sale of £12bn annuities to Rothesay Life

Strategic exit: Intention to demerge M&G Group

Proven track 

record of 

disciplined 

capital 

allocation

Products

Distribution

Portfolio

1 Association of Southeast Asian Nations.

2 On an actual exchange rate basis and as reported.

3 The average 10 year IFRS RoE for Asia is calculated as IFRS operating profit after

tax as a percentage of opening IFRS shareholders’ funds.

`

`

`

Capital allocation to Asia

£3.6bn

Investment in new business 

(cumulative HY09-HY19)2

Strong returns in Asia 

29%

Average 10 year IFRS RoE3

Asia IFRS insurance income 

£8.4bn

(cumulative HY09-HY19)2
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Cash1,2,3,4Growth1,2,3
Earnings1,2

1 Comparatives have been stated on an actual exchange rate basis (AER).

2 Comparatives are adjusted for new and amended accounting standards, and excludes Korea Life, Japan and Taiwan agency. HY2014 comparatives have also been restated to exclude the 

contribution from the sold PruHealth and PruProtect businesses. HY2008 to HY2013 comparatives includes contribution from Prudential Capital.

3 On a post-tax basis.

4 Note HY2012-HY2017 excludes contribution from Prudential Capital. HY2011 and prior includes

contribution from Prudential Capital.

5 IFRS segmental operating profit for Asia and US, and includes other income and expenditure.

6 Excludes allocation of other income and expenditure. 

7 10 year CAGR of Prudential Plc including the M&G Group.

Group
Building long-term shareholder value
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HY09 HY10 HY11 HY12 HY13 HY14 HY15 HY16 HY17 HY18 HY19

Asia & US UK

HY09 HY10 HY11 HY12 HY13 HY14 HY15 HY16 HY17 HY18 HY19

Asia & US UK

HY09 HY10 HY11 HY12 HY13 HY14 HY15 HY16 HY17 HY18 HY19

Asia & US UK

+15%

10Y CAGR7

+15%

10Y CAGR7

+14%

10Y CAGR7

M&G Group6Asia & US5Asia & US Asia & USM&G Group M&G Group

New business profit, £m Free surplus generation, £mIFRS operating profit, £m


